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Compare and Contrast of RubberDecky and SandRich Systems
Both of our decorative resurfacing systems are non-cementitious, flexible and can
be installed over our PerfectPrimer waterproof membrane system where desired.
Both systems will adhere to virtually any building material or substrate. Both can
be applied directly onto existing coatings and systems.
RubberDecky provides a simple, clean, look at a very competitive price. It is the
worlds’ easiest to apply overlay. It roller applies like paint and looks like concrete.
RubberDecky is ideal for light pedestrian or residential use, including tables and
chairs. For applications that require heavy foot traffic, vehicles or commercial
applications, use our SandRich system.
SandRich is flexible and waterproof, yet harder than concrete, epoxy, or steel.
This coating is non-slip, attractive, and can be re-sealed to look new indefinitely.
To make RubberDecky or SandRich: begin by applying PerfectPrimer or
PerfectPrimer membrane system to your substrate. Then;
To make RubberDecky; Apply additional PerfectPrimer with tint and our TrueGrit
texture. Finish with our TopSealer as per instructions.
To make SandRich. Apply our adhesive, and one saturation coat of our
aggregate. Then finish with our TopSealer as per instructions.
Summary: The PerfectPrimer, fabric, and TopSealer are the same for both
systems. The difference is in the middle layers.
This difference affects the look, cost, labor and strength of the system to various
degrees.
Both complete systems can be maintained indefinitely with periodic washing and
re-sealing. Both are backed by our ten-year, renewable waterproofing guarantee.
Note: PerfectPrimer membrane is an extremely effective, stand-alone
waterproofing or roofing membrane that you can for any project. You can
also use it beneath any resinous coating as a crack isolation and waterproof layer
for your overlay systems.
For more details, please see our product installation guides.
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